Myatt Garden Primary School. BAME and diversity book library Top Ten Wish List
C/O Friends of Myatt Garden
YEAR GROUP KS1
BOOK TITLE
1. Little People Big
Dreams - Rosa Parks

DESCRIPTION
In this book from the highly acclaimed Little People, BIG
DREAMS series, discover the incredible life of Rosa Parks,
the "Mother of the Freedom Movement."

QUANTITY
2

2

2.

Little People Big
Dreams -Emmeline
Pankhurst

Meet Emmeline Pankhurst, an inspiring women's rights
activist who changed the world for future generations of
women.

3.

Tales of East Africa Jamilla Okubo

4.

Ravi’s Roar -Tom
Percival

A collection of 22 traditional tales from Kenya, Uganda,
and Tanzania.
Welcome to a world of magical adventure—a place
where a boy spares the life of a fearsome monster, a
flock of doves brings a girl back from the dead, and a
hare wreaks havoc among all the other animals.
Ravi never minded being the smallest in his family. Until
one day, his short arms can't reach the monkey bars, he
can't find anyone during hide-and-seek, AND he's too
little to ride the big slide. Ravi is so mad--so furious--that
he can't control his temper anymore . . .
. . . and he becomes a ferocious, roaring TIGER!

IMAGE

Price
£9.00

9.00

17.00

4

6.00
R/P

5.

Ruby’s Worry - Tom
Percival

Ruby loves being Ruby. Until, one day, she finds a worry.
At first, it's not such a big worry, and that's all right, but
then it starts to grow. It gets bigger and bigger every day
and it makes Ruby sad. How can Ruby get rid of it and
feel like herself again A perceptive and poignant story
that is a must-have for all children's bookshelves.

4

6.00

6.

Last Stop on Market
Street - Matt De La
Pena

“The urban setting is truly reflective, showing people
with different skin colours, body types, abilities, ages,
and classes in a natural and authentic manner… A lovely
title.”—School Library Journal

4

6.00

7.

Billy and the Dragon
- Nadia Shireen

2

6.00

8.

The Girls - Lauren
Ace

'It's a great story for everyone, especially those not used
to seeing themselves centre-stage'- The Guardian on Billy
and the Beast
Our fearless heroine Billy is back!
Whilst at a fancy-dress party, something terrible
happens: Billy's loyal sidekick Fatcat is kidnapped by a
fire-breathing dragon. Uh-oh!
A timeless picture book for friends of all ages, The Girls
celebrates kindness, supportiveness, and the power of
true friendship.

4

6.00

9.

Mixed - Arree Chung

The reds, the yellows, and the blues all think they're the
best in this vibrant, thought-provoking picture book from
Arree Chung, with a message of acceptance and unity.

4

6.00
R/P

In an exuberant picture book, a glimpse of costumed
mermaids leaves one boy flooded with wonder and
ready to dazzle the world.

4

6.00

10. Julian is a Mermaid Jessica Love
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YEAR GROUP KS2/years
3+4
BOOK TITLE
1. Myth Atlas - Thiago
De Moraes

DESCRIPTION
Prepare to enter twelve magical, mythological worlds full
of an incredible array of gods, monsters, heroes,
tricksters, and fantastical beasts!
This atlas of mythology shows how twelve extraordinary
cultures saw the world. For some, it was a giant tree or
an upside-down mountain, while others believed they
were living on the back of a giant turtle! Children will be
fascinated as they travel the world and discover what
cultures such as the Greeks, Egyptians, Hindus, Norse,
Polynesian, Aztecs, and many more believed
Featuring an international selection of passionate young
people, this collection highlights the stories of musical
talents, environmental activists, engineers, artists and
authors, as well as political voices, among others.
Including Taylor Swift and Daniel Radcliffe, sporting
heroes like Pele and Michelle Kwan, and business
entrepreneurs Tavi Gevinson and Jordan Casey, this is an
empowering and inspirational read.
Perfect for fans of Tom Gates and Wimpy Kid. * Chosen
asThe Times Children's Book of the Week: 'Mian's gentle
mixing of humour and Muslim tradition is fresh and
necessary' *Omar and his friends have been saving up
their pocket money for ages so they can have the world's
most epic Nerf Blaster battle. But when Omar discovers
that his mosque is in trouble, they decide to donate their
pennies to help save it.

QUANTITY

6

2.

Young Heroes Children from
around the world Lula Bridgeport

3.

Planet Omar (Any in
the series) - Zanib
Mian/Unexpected
Super Spy

4.

Boot - Small Robot Shane Hegarty

For fans of WALL-E and Toy Story, comes a heartwarming, humorous adventure about a young robot
trying to find its way home. When toy robot, Boot,
wakes up at a scrapyard, it has no idea how it got there
and why it isn't with its owner, Beth. It only has two and
a half glitchy memories, but it knows it was loved, which
means something important to humans.

5.

Ellie and the Cat Malorie Blackman

6.

Magic Betsy Malorie Blackman

Ellie is being sent off to stay with yet another relative
while her dad is away for business. She’s sick of being
moved around from person to person whenever he goes
away. Now it’s her grandmother’s turn and Ellie is
determined to be as rude and unhappy about the
situation as a person can possibly be. In a dyslexiafriendly format, this is a magical and gently comic tale of
friendship and thinking of others.
Betsey puts on a magic show but everyone is less than
impressed with her tricks. No matter, in these four sweet
and funny short stories, Betsey learns the importance of
believing in yourself, that practise makes perfect, and
that some magic is real. From Children's Laureate,
Malorie Blackman.

7.

Two sides - Polly Ho
Yen

Lula and Lenka are best friends and total opposites – Lula
is a Dog Person and Lenka is a Cat Person; Lula is super
messy and Lenka is neat and tidy; Lula likes talking to
people and Lenka likes watching people – but together
they make the perfect pair. Until The Day that Everything
Goes Wrong. A thoughtful story exploring friendship and
the importance of listening and keeping an open mind.

IMAGE

Price
18.00

12.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6.00

6

7.00
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8.

Little Leaders - Bold
women in Black
History - Vashti
Harrison /
Exceptional Men in
Black History

An important book for all ages, Little Leaders educates
and inspires as it relates true stories of forty trailblazing
black women in American history. Illuminating text
paired with irresistible illustrations bring to life both
iconic and lesser-known female figures of Black history
such as abolitionist Sojourner Truth, pilot Bessie
Coleman, chemist Alice Ball, politician Shirley Chisholm,
mathematician Katherine Johnson, poet Maya Angelou,
and filmmaker Julie Dash. See also Exceptial Men in Black
History

7.00

9.

Once upon a
raindrop - James
Carter

Immerse yourself in the wonderful world of water and
discover the story of H20 from its very beginning.
Engaging, informative poetry flows over the pages and
stunning illustrations bring this story to rushing, gushing
life

7.00

A celebration of all 55 countries on the African
continent! Unique mix of the modern and the traditional,
that explores its geography, its peoples, its animals, its
history, its resources and its cultural diversity.

14.00

10. Africa - Amazing
Africa - Atinuke

YEAR GROUP KS2/years
5+6
BOOK TITLE
1. Blackberry Blue - by
Jamila Gavin

2.

Overheard in a
Tower
Block....Joseph
Coelho

3.

The Boy at the Back
of the Class.....Onjali
Q Rauf

4.

Pocket full of stars Aisha Bushby

DESCRIPTION
Prepare to enter a world of magicians, enchanted forests,
talking animals and wicked witches . . .
Here are six magical stories to thrill and enchant you.
Watch Blackberry Blue rise from the bramble patch;
follow Emeka the pathfinder on his mission to save a lost
king; join Princess Desire as she gallops across the Milky
Way on her jet-black horse. These beautifully written and
original stories will delight readers of all ages, and the
stunning illustrations by Richard Collingridge will take
your breath away.
Gazing at the stars from five storeys up, smelling the bins
from five storeys below. Overheard arguments,
overheard laughter. A disappearing father and a
Mermaid-Queen mother; statues that sing for flesh and
blood; bullies who kick you under the table; perfect red
trainers - and the things that lurk in the library...Awardwinning poet Joseph Coelho's astonishing new collection
is a powerful and moving poetic narrative about growing
up in the city.
WINNER OF THE BLUE PETER BOOK AWARD 2019
WINNER OF THE WATERSTONES CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE
2019
SHORTLISTED FOR THE JHALAK PRIZE 2019
Told with heart and humour, The Boy at the Back of the
Class is a child's perspective on the refugee crisis,
highlighting the importance of friendship and kindness in
a world that doesn't always make sense.
There used to be an empty chair at the back of my class,
but now a new boy called Ahmet is sitting in it. He's nine
years old (just like me), but he's very strange. But then I
learned the truth: Ahmet really isn't very strange at all.
He's a refugee who's run away from a War. A real one.
This place is magic . . . but it's not the sort of magic that
comes from wands and spells . . .Can piecing together the
past help you change the present? Safiya and her mum
have never seen eye to eye. Her mum doesn’t
understand Safiya’s love of gaming and Safiya doesn't
think they have anything in common. As Safiya struggles
to fit in at school she wonders if her mum wishes she

QUANTITY
6

IMAGE

Price
6.00

7.00

2

6.00

6.00
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was more like her confident best friend Elle. But then her
mum falls into a coma and, when Safiya waits by her
bedside, she finds herself in a strange and magical world
that looks a bit like one of her games. And there’s a
rebellious teenage girl, with a secret, who looks
suspiciously familiar . . .
5.

High rise mystery Sharna Jackson

The detective duo everyone is dying to meet! Summer in
London is hot, the hottest on record, and there's been a
murder in THE TRI: the high-rise home to resident knowit-alls, Nik and Norva. Who better to solve the case?
Armed with curiosity, home-turf knowledge and
unlimited time - until the end of the summer holidays
anyway. The first whodunnit in a new mystery series by
Sharna Jackson.

6.

The girl who stole
an elephant
Nizrana Farook

The Girl Who Stole an Elephant is the debut
book from Nizrana Farook. Being an avid
traveller, I adore stories which have other
countries and cultures at their heart. Farook
was born and raised in Sri Lanka and she
immerses the reader into the country and its
wonders in this thrilling adventure about
criminal acts, bandits, a tyrannical ruler,
revolution and a royal elephant

7.

Booked/Crossover –
Kwame Alexander

8.

Clean Up!
Nathan Byron

New York Times Bestseller ∙ Can't nobody stop you
Can't nobody cop you...In this follow-up to Newberywinner The Crossover, soccer, family, love, and friendship
take centre stage. Twelve-year-old Nick learns the power
of words as he wrestles with problems at home, stands
up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams.
Helping him along are his best friend and sometimes
teammate Coby, and The Mac, a rapping librarian who
gives Nick inspiring books to read. This electric and
heartfelt novel-in-verse by poet Kwame Alexander bends
and breaks as it captures all the thrills and setbacks,
action and emotion of a World Cup match! Now in
paperback.
Join lovable, passionate Rocket as she sets off on a
mission to save a Caribbean island from plastic
pollution!

6.00

7.00

1

When Rocket goes for a holiday to visit her
grandparents, she's shocked by the pollution that is
spoiling their island home and putting the local sea
life at risk. Can she think of a way to save the day?
This is a heartwarming, timely and empowering
picture book, showing how we ALL can make a
difference. It's a sequel to Nathan and Dapo's debut
Look Up
9.

Race to the frozen
north (For Explorers
topic) Catherine
Johnson

When orphan Matthew Henson ran away from his
violent stepmother to find a new life in the big city, no
one could have predicted that he would become the first
man to reach the North Pole. A little luck and a lot of
hard work led to a life of adventure on the high seas and
in the Arctic, but back home in America his achievements
were ignored due to the colour of his skin. Race to the
Frozen North tells his remarkable true story. Information
for Adults: This book has a dyslexia-friendly layout,
typeface and paperstock so that even more readers can

30
Potential
Class Read

6.00
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enjoy it. It has been edited to a reading age of 8. It
features a removable ‘super-readable’ sticker.
10. Diver’s daughter
(For Tudor topic)
Patrice Lawrence

A gripping heart-in-your-mouth adventure told by Eve, a
Tudor girl who sets out on a dangerous journey to
change her life for the better.
Voices: Diver's Daughter - A Tudor Story brings Eve and
her mother, who was stolen from her family in
Mozambique as a child, from the Southwark slums of
Elizabethan London to England's southern coast. When
they hear from a Mary Rose survivor that one of the
African free-divers who was sent to salvage its treasures
is alive and well and living in Southampton, mother and
daughter agree to try to find him and attempt to dive the
wreck of another ship, rumoured to be rich with
treasures. But will the pair survive when the man arrives
to claim his 'share'? Will Eve overcome her fear of the
water to help rescue her mother? In this thrilling
adventure based on real events, Patrice Lawrence shows
us a fascinating and rarely seen world that's sure to hook
young readers.

30
Potential
Class Read

6.00

